LOWER CAMDEN COUNTY DOG TRAINING CLUB

PREMIUM LIST

September 2020 AKC Obedience / Rally Trials

Friday, September 18, Obedience Event #2020028332
Saturday, September 19, Obedience Event #2020028331
Sunday, September 20, Rally Event #2020028329 AM
Sunday, September 20, Rally Event #2020028330 PM

Trial Open Date: 07/13/2020 Trial Close Date: 09/02/2020

Limited to 48 entries per Obedience event and 60 entries per Rally Event

No hand deliveries to the Trial Secretary’s home. Waive Signature requirement if using express deliveries.

Entries received BEFORE the open date WILL BE RETURNED.

Entries Close at 12:00 noon 9-2-2020, at the Trial Secretary’s address or when the numerical limit/judging limit has been reached, even if this occurs before the official closing date, after which time entries cannot be accepted, cancelled or substituted. [Chapter 1, Section 27 of AKC Obedience Regulations - Chapter 11, Section 6 Dog Show Rules.]

Entries will be accepted for dogs listed in the Canine Partners Program

ALL JUDGING WILL BE INDOORS
Heated – Unbenched

The trial secretary will maintain a wait list for these events.

Transfers between classes will be permitted. Due to Covid distancing recommendations, transfer requests must be received via email to trial secretary by 9/9/2020.

For trial entry availability please visit www.lowercambencountydtc.com or email the trial secretary at lowercamdencountydtc@outlook.com

Trial Location:
*LCCDTBC Training Building*
2512 A Egg Harbor Road Lindenwold NJ 08021

CERTIFICATION

Permission is granted by the American Kennel Club for the holding of these events under American Kennel Club rules and regulations.
– Gina DiNardo, Secretary
TRIAL OBEDIENCE ENTRY FEES:
$34 First Entry; each dog
$32 Additional Entry Same Dog / Same Trial
(for example, UDX $66.00 per day, per dog)

TRIAL RALLY ENTRY FEES:
$32 First Entry; each dog
$28 Additional Entry Same Dog / Same Trial
(RAE $60.00 per event, per dog/ RACH $88.00 per event, per dog)

Friday and Saturday Obedience Classes:
Beginner Novice A & B, Novice A & B, Open A & B, Utility A & B,
Versatility, Graduate Novice and Graduate Open

Sunday Rally Classes:

A COMPLETED AND SIGNED "LCCDTC COVID 19 WAIVER FORM" MUST ACCOMPANY EACH ENTRY. ENTRIES WILL NOT BE PROCESSED IF THE WAIVER FORM IS NOT RECEIVED WITH YOUR ENTRY!

Trial entries are accepted on a first received basis and must be mailed via UPS, USPS, or Fed-Ex (no signature required) to the Trial Secretary’s address.

Make Checks Payable to: LCCDTC

Note: Jump height must be noted on entries for all classes with jumps.

ALL CRATING FOR THIS EVENT WILL BE OUTDOORS

---

LCCDTC WAIVER COVID-19

LOWER CAMDEN COUNTY DOG TRAINING CLUB
EVENT WAIVER – SEPTEMBER 18-20, 2020

NOTICE:
Anyone who submits an entry for the LOWER CAMDEN COUNTY DOG TRAINING CLUB’S

Obedience / Rally Trials MUST include a signed copy of this WAIVER form with their entry or their entry will not be processed and will be returned.

NO EXCEPTIONS.

I fully attest, to the best of my knowledge that I do not have COVID-19 at the time of attending these events. I also attest that I have NOT been in contact with or exposed to any known carrier of COVID-19 within the 14 days prior to the event. I agree that I am attending these LCCDTC Obedience / Rally trials entirely at my own risk and take full responsibility for my own health and safety during these events. I have not been tested and found positive, am not waiting for test results and do not have COVID 19 symptoms. I agree that I will not knowingly expose others to any illness that I may have or be at risk to have. I will follow all American Kennel Club (AKC) and LCCDTC rules, requirements, procedures, protocols and guidelines to reduce any exposure and possibility of contracting or spreading the virus. I will also follow CDC, State of New Jersey, Camden County and Lindenwold Township rules regarding COVID-19.

I fully submit and hereby indemnify and hold harmless the AKC, LCCDTC, its Officers, Members, Judges, assistants and any other volunteers from any and all claims by or liability to any third party arising out of my participation in these LCCDTC EVENTS. I further agree that the above mentioned parties are in no way liable for any present or future COVID-19 exposures incurred at any time by any person, in attendance or not in attendance, during or after this event, and hereby waive all rights to file a lawsuit against all of the above should I be exposed to COVID-19.

By signing this waiver below, I hereby agree to follow and adhere to everything contained within this waiver.

_______________________ ________________________
Signature of Participant

____________________________ _____________________________
Print Name of Participant (and minor if applicable)

Signature of Minor Participant’s Parent/Guardian if applicable

Date of Signature

PLEASE PRINT, FILL OUT, SIGN AND DATE THIS FORM AND ATTACH A COPY TO EACH ENTRY FORM. YOUR ENTRY WILL NOT BE PROCESSED IF THIS SIGNED WAIVER IS NOT ATTACHED TO YOUR ENTRY THIS FORM MUST BE ON FILE WITH YOUR ENTRY IN ORDER TO BE ADMITTED TO AND PARTICIPATE IN THESE TRIALS.
SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIREMENTS & BEST PRACTICES

At this time of premium release, SOCIAL DISTANCING and MASKS are required in New Jersey. Current events may require that we re-evaluate Best Practices before the date of the trial and exhibitors will be notified of any updates. Be aware of and restrict your proximity to all others during these events. Anyone not in compliance with the mask and distancing requirements will not be permitted to participate in the Trial and will be asked to leave the property and NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN.

GENERAL PRACTICES

- LCCDTC members, Officials and Participants are required to follow state, local and facility guidelines that apply to the area & site where the event is held.
- Exhibitors should wash hands as frequently as possible. Although hand sanitizer will be available, Exhibitors should be prepared to provide their own hand sanitizer and use it when hand washing is not in close proximity.
- Avoid shaking hands, hugging or other physical contact.
- Avoid touching dogs that are not your responsibility.
- Avoid common use pencils/pens – If required, please bring your own.
- Exhibitors are responsible for and must provide their own materials for cleaning up after their dog on the property.
- Prepare to be self-sufficient: Bring your own sanitizer, water, personal use masks and gloves.
- Know your armband number and scheduled show time. These will be included in your final entry confirmation.
- Do not congregate at the ring or ring gate. Ring will have a separate entrance and a separate exit.
- While working your dog in the ring or practicing on the property, maintain social distance with other exhibitors and judges.
- Parking areas – There will be no indoor crating permitted. Park with increased distance between vehicles if possible, to allow for required crating from vehicles.

STEWARD’S TABLE

- Exhibitors waiting to be helped must maintain 6 foot distance from the steward and the next exhibitor.
- Rally patterns will be posted for viewing. LCCDTC recommends that exhibitors take a photo with their phone or tablet. Less paper means less point of contact.
- Placement, Q ribbons and Rosettes will be placed on a table for exhibitors to take as the awards are announced.

EXHIBITORS SHOULD FOLLOW THEIR VETERINARIANS’ RECOMMENDATION TO ASSURE THEIR DOGS ARE FREE OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PARASITES, ANY COMMUNICABLE DISEASES AND HAVE APPROPRIATE VACCINATIONS.

Local Veterinarian
Clementon Animal Hospital
210 White Horse Pike, Clementon, NJ 08021
(856) 784-2304

Emergency Services
Kennedy Univ. Hospital
18 E Laurel Rd, Stratford, NJ

Ambulance/Fire or Local Police
2001 Egg Harbor Rd, Lindenwold, NJ
911 856-784-4800
~ LOWER CAMDEN COUNTY DOG TRAINING CLUB ~

Officers of the LCCDTC
President.............................................Shirley Barkan
Vice-President.................................Paul Tkacz
Treasurer............................................William Rayser
Recording Secretary.........................Anne Rosenberg
Corresponding Secretary....................Romil Limson

Board Members: Shirley Barkan, Patti Cassidy, Jennifer LaGrassa,
Susan Finn and Sue Vanaman.

MAIL ENTRIES TO THE TRIAL SECRETARY:

Bill Rayser
206 Hazel Ave., Haddon Twp., NJ 08108
856-858-3580
wrrayser@icloud.com

~ FRIDAY OBEDIENCE ~
Trial Chair: Shirley Barkan
9 Emerson Drive, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Home: 856-303-8516 / Email: shirleyb3@comcast.net
TRIAL JUDGE : MRS. LYNDA S. MOORE
590 NEW ENGLAND RD, GUILFORD, CT 06437
Beg Nov A and B, Novice A and B, Open A and B, Utility A and B,
Versatility, Graduate Novice, Graduate Open

~ SATURDAY OBEDIENCE ~
Trial Chair: Shirley Barkan
9 Emerson Drive, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Home: 856-303-8516 / Email: shirleyb3@comcast.net
TRIAL JUDGE : MRS. LYNDA S. MOORE
590 NEW ENGLAND RD, GUILFORD, CT 06437
Beg Nov A and B, Novice A and B, Open A and B, Utility A and B,
Versatility, Graduate Novice, Graduate Open

~ SUNDAY RALLY – AM & PM ~
Trial Chair: Shirley Barkan
9 Emerson Drive, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Home: 856-303-8516 / Email: shirleyb3@comcast.net
TRIAL JUDGE : MRS. LYNDA S. MOORE
590 NEW ENGLAND RD, GUILFORD, CT 06437
Rally Nov A and B; Rally Intermediate; Rally Advanced A and B;
Rally Excellent A and B; Master

PLEASE NOTE:
> THE JUDGE WILL BE WEARING A MASK AT ALL TIMES IN THE RING.
> FOR THE STAND OR SIT FOR EXAM AND MOVING STAND, THE
JUDGE WILL BE WEARING GLOVES.

> WHILE IN THE RING, MASKS WILL BE OPTIONAL FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
AWARDS

First Prize.................................. Blue Rosette
Second Prize............................... Red Rosette
Third Prize................................. Yellow Rosette
Fourth Prize............................... White Rosette

NOVICE A- FIRST PLACE – Large Rosette and Painted Wine Glass with Dog Motiff, sponsored by Jennifer Evans in honor of OTCH Edith UDX5, OM7, RAE2, CGCA – Her Exceptional Novice A Achiever!

Highest Scoring Dog
Regular Obedience

Highest Combined Score
Rally Adv B and Exc B
Open B & Utility B

A Dark Green “Qualifying Score” Ribbon awarded to each dog earning a qualifying score after the judging of each class.

First through Fourth Placement Rosette [awarded in the ring] after the judging of each class. [Subject to COVID 19 REQUIREMENTS]

“New Title” Ribbon awarded to handlers whose dog completes a new Title at the trials.

“New OTCH” Rosette awarded for OTCH completion at the Trials.

**No award shall be mailed. Any unclaimed award then becomes the property of the LCCDTC.

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS

Please use the clearly marked areas for your dog's 'breaks.' No other areas outside of the signed areas, nor any of the adjacent properties, may be used for elimination. Thank you.

DUE TO COVID 19 REQUIREMENTS – THERE WILL BE NO CRATING OF DOGS IN THE BUILDING

ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING IN THE BUILDING

*Checks should be made payable to the LCCDTC and mailed with a completed and signed AKC entry form along with a completed and signed COVID 19 WAIVER FORM to the TRIAL SECRETARY.

*Entries not on a current official AKC entry form or photocopies of the entry form without the agreement and rules on the reverse side of the official AKC form will not be accepted.

*Entries received without fees will not be accepted.

*Returned checks do not constitute a valid entry.

*Returned check fee: $25.00.

*Trial secretary assumes no responsibility for cash sent through the mail.
*No entry will be accepted which specifies any conditions as to its acceptance.

*Owners are responsible for errors in making out entry forms, whoever may make such errors and no entry fee will be refunded in the event of such errors or cancellation of entries after the closing date.

*No entry fee will be refunded in the event of such errors or cancellation of entries after the published closing date or when the class limit has been reached.

*Refund for Bitches in Season when presented with a letter from the vet stating that the bitch is in season, minus a $5.00 handling charge per event entered.

*Entry fees shall not be refunded in the event that a dog is absent, disqualified, excused by Veterinarian or Judge or barred from competition by action of the Show Committee.

*If because of riots, wars, strike, civil disturbances, National emergencies, health emergencies, and the dictates of law enforcement or of the owner(s) of the grounds and/or facilities or other acts beyond the control of the management to open or complete the event, no refund of entry fee will be made.

*Extreme weather conditions, such as, but not limited to, snowstorms, hurricanes, lightning, extreme heat, heavy rains or other circumstances including, but not limited to, the condition of the facilities or grounds and/or the ingress and egress from the grounds, must be considered for the health and safety of the dogs, exhibitors and spectators. The well-being of the dogs, exhibitors and spectators is of paramount importance and in the event it is necessary to cancel or stop the event before completion, no refund of entry fee will be made.

* AKC event cancellations: call the AKC Event Cancellation Hotline (877) 252-3229

*If the events are cancelled for Covid 19, exhibitors will be notified and checks destroyed.

*We are maintaining a wait list for these events - if you can not make it please inform the Trial Secretary.

*Dogs may arrive any time prior to their scheduled time of judging.

*The judge is not required to wait for dogs. It is the responsibility of the owner or handler to have the dog at ringside when its class is called.

*Dogs not required for further judging will be excused.

*All dogs present must be on leash or confined to a crate/vehicle except when being judged in the ring.

*We ask that you please be considerate and clean up after your dog and be sure to use the designated collection receptacles and marked ‘break’ area.

*PARKING IN DESIGNATED AREAS ONLY*

No motor homes or trailers. No Overnight Parking. No generators.

**LCCDTC is not responsible for damage to vehicles or loss of personal property**.

*NO FOOD ON SITE*
DIRECTIONS:

From I-295

Take exit 32 toward Voorhees/Gibbsboro, follow signs for CR561 Voorhees/Gibbsboro, turn onto E. Haddonfield-Berlin RD (CR561) 4.1 miles, turn right onto United States Ave. E. 1.8 miles, turn left onto Egg Harbor Rd. 0.5 miles, destination is on right. The LCCDTC training facility is the last corner building on the left with a large garage door and handicapped access ramp.